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Abstract
This paper provides theoretical account of a critical/grounded theory study in industrial software engineering/development settings. We extend our research into the 'critical ethnography' domain, drawing on Rosen, by revisiting previously collected data using social theory as a theoretical filter. We explore the relations and underlying tensions between alienation and absence of user centered design in regards to software development tools design using a critical lens. We further experiment with representation of qualitative data and analysis using commentary excerpt units. We present a grounded theory account of the consequences of absent user centred design activities in regards to digital tools in industrial software engineering. We conclude that not deploying user centered design when developing software development tools is really (stressing really) bad waste management policy for a multitude of reasons.

Research paradigm: design science
Epistemological position: pragmatist
Methodology: case study
Method: grounded theory/(critical) ethnography
Analysis: abductive/iterative
Data collection: interviews, semistructured
Theoretical underpinnings: distributed cognition, cognitive load theory, cognitive load drivers, perspectives, social theory, marxism

1. Intro
As we have previously stated (Helgesson, 2021) the meaning of 'software engineering' is dual. One meaning is literal, i.e. 'the process of engineering software', the other is a scientific engineering discipline aimed providing software development practitioners with scientific evaluations, suggestions and knowledge in regards to software development processes and tools. The actual phrase was coined at the first NATO conference on the matter in the late sixties (Naur & Randell, 1969) . Despite the fact that "personell factors" (Naur & Randell, 1969) was brought up as important factor in software engineering activities at the seminal conference, and that software engineering as such was identified as "socioculturally constituted phenomenon" in the mid nineties (Bertelsen, 1997) it has as a scientific discipline and academic field been dominated by positivism and quantitative methodologies largely focused on non-human factors (Lenberg, Feldt, & Wallgren, 2015) .

Further 'odd' and/or 'novel' research in terms of methodology within the community are often met with a 'so what' response from reviewers (Sharp, Dittrich, & de Souza, 2016) rather than an 'now thats interesting’ (Davis, 1971). That being said being said, considerable efforts within the field have been made to draw on qualitative methodology from social sciences, e.g. (Runeson, Höst, Rainer, & Regnell, 2012), (Stol, Ralph, & Fitzgerald, 2016), (Sharp et al., 2016).

The core phenomena we study are cause, and subsequent consequence, of cognitive load (i.e. 'roughly mental effort' (Helgesson, 2021)) as a consequence of digital work environment and corresponding tools in the software industry. We have previously used grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014) (Bryant, 2017) approach in three studies resulting in a taxonomy of 'cognitive load drivers' (Helgesson, Engström, Runeson, & Bjarnason, 2019), an ethnographic study of cognitive load in a distributed cognitive
setting (Helgesson, Appelquist, & Runeson, 2021), and a synthesis of previous research and extant literature (Helgesson & Runeson, 2021).

Purpose of paper – this paper, an industrial case study, is positioned as a halfway marker in (4th research cycle/paper) in an extended (five year) grounded theory project on cognitive load (Helgesson & Runeson, 2021), as a consequence of digital work environment in software industry. In this specific paper we explore ‘critical traditions’ especially ‘critical ethnography’ (Prasad, 2018) in software engineering by revisiting and re-analysing our aggregated dataset in regards to the sensitising concepts (Charmaz, 2014) of ‘cognitive sustainability’ and ‘cognitive productivity’ we noted in previous work (Helgesson & Runeson, 2021). Further we deploy concepts from ‘social theory’ (Luastsen, Larsen, Nielsen, Ravn, & Sørensen, 2017) (i.e. primarily ‘alienation’) as analytical filter/lens. Additionally, the analysis serves as a vehicle for open-ended exploration on how one can ‘write’ qualitative research in the software engineering research community using ‘commentary excerpt units’ (Rennstam & Wästefors, 2018).

2. Background

2.1. Cognitive load as phenomenon
Cognitive load (i.e. ‘roughly mental effort’ (Helgesson, 2021)) is per definition inherent in all forms of cognitive work. The limits of the human mind in terms of information processing and corresponding bandwidth has been well known for more than fifty years (Miller, 1956). Most, if not all, activities in software development are inherently cognitively loaded (Sedano, Ralph, & Péraire, 2017). We use the term ‘cognitive load driver’(Helgesson et al., 2019) to describe the causal nature of cognitive load in regards to digital tools and work environment in the software industry. In the context of this paper we look at cognitive load from a more general cognitive work environment perspective as described by Gulliksen, Lantz, Walldius, Sandblad, and Åborg (2015). Kirsh (2000) describes cognitive overload1 in work settings.

2.2. Cognitive load in software engineering
Cognitive load in software engineering has, to date, largely been investigated using quantitative methodology (Gonçales, Farias, & da Silva, 2021) (Helgesson, 2021). We let (Müller & Fritz, 2016) and (Fritz & Müller, 2016) serve as contemporary examples. In addition to our qualitative studies (Helgesson et al., 2019), (Helgesson et al., 2021), (Helgesson & Runeson, 2021), Sedano et al. (2017) used grounded theory to investigate different forms of ‘waste’ in software development, finding ‘extraneous cognitive load’ being one aspect.

2.3. Marxist/critical traditions and social theory in software engineering
In software engineering marxist traditions (Prasad, 2018) appear to have had very small impact as of yet (Melegati & Wang, 2021). The authors discuss ‘Critical theory’ as a ‘research paradigm’ rather than ‘a tradition’. The study mentions Hilderbrand et al. (2020) on ‘gender’. We have further found (Vorvoreanu et al., 2019) and (Burnett, Peters, Hill, & Elarief, 2016) on the same issue.

Finally, marxist approaches to explore software related phenomena can be found in other fields of research - e.g. (Fuchs & Sevignani, 2013), (Pfeiffer, 2014), (Nygren & Gidlund, 2016) and (Krüger & Johanssen, 2014). See also: cyberspace Froomkin (2002) on ‘cyberspace’ and Söderberg (2011) on ‘hacking’, and (D’Ignazio & Klein, 2020) on ‘data science’. Use of social theory in relation to software engineering has been studied in (Ralph, Chiasson, & Kelley, 2016) and (Lorey, Ralph, & Felderer, 2022) respectively.

1See also Simon (1971): “In an information-rich world, the wealth of information means a dearth of something else: a scarcity of whatever it is that information consumes. What information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention and a need to allocate that attention efficiently among the overabundance of information sources that might consume it.”
3. Method
3.1. Grounded theory and epistemological position
In this paper, an industrial case study, we use grounded theory\(^2\) largely as prescribed by Charmaz (2014) and Bryant (2017)\(^3\).

We deploy an ethnographic approach (Charmaz & Mitchell, 2001) using distributed cognition (Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsh, 2000) and concepts from 'social theory' (Luastsen et al., 2017) (primarily 'alienation') as theoretical observational filters. We venture further into the 'critical' ethnography tradition (Prasad, 2018) using extant literature \(^5\).

The work reported in this paper is conducted within the research paradigm of 'design science' (Runeson, Engström, & Storey, 2020). We see grounded theory as a general purpose qualitative method for generating 'theory' (Abend, 2008) in order to describe a problem in practice, and we take a pragmatist (Rorty, 1979) epistemological grounded theory position (Bryant, 2017) \(^6\).

3.2. Research goal and research questions
Given the exploratory nature of grounded theory it is common for studies informed by grounded theory to start off with “an open ended research goal” (Stol et al., 2016) or “initial research questions that evolve throughout the study” (Charmaz, 2014).

Our initial research goal was:

- To explore previously recorded data in regards to cognitive load in software engineering using 'grounded theory ethnography' (Charmaz & Mitchell, 2001) from a 'critical ethnography' (Prasad, 2018) angle using the sensitising concepts of 'cognitive sustainability', 'cognitive productivity' and 'cognitive sustainability' we noted in previous work in conjunction with 'social theory' (Luastsen et al., 2017).

\(^2\)Grounded theory is an exploratory (Stol et al., 2016) qualitative method, by some heralded as one of the (if not ‘the’) most important qualitative methods to appear in the scientific toolbox to date (Bryant, 2017). The aim of grounded theory is to provide a framework for generating ‘theory’ (Abend, 2008) from (largely) qualitative data (Charmaz, 2014). Core elements in most grounded theory method sections written by phd students is a lengthy (and somewhat pretentious) segment on the history of grounded theory (Bryant, 2017). Having written three of those ((Helgesson et al., 2021), (Helgesson & Runeson, 2021), (Helgesson, 2021)) we will not waste further space on this matter in this context. We see grounded theory as a general purpose iterative qualitative method/vehicle for generating theory from largely qualitative data abductively (or inductively). The guidelines provided by Charmaz (2014) helps us keep control of data and ensures methodological rigour (Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2013) and transparency. No more. No less.

\(^3\)In order to be very precise here: Bryant (2017) does not consider his methodological approach as a singular version of grounded theory in contradiction to that of Charmaz (2014), but rather as a complement. The main difference lies in epistemological position. In order to rule out the relativisation that a constructivist position allows for, and may result in, “ultimate caricature of postmodernism”. Bryant advocates for a 'pragmatist' (Rorty) epistemological position. So from a methodological perspective we rely on Charmaz, while framing our epistemological framework of Bryant since we want to close the door on relativisation.

\(^4\)It should also be noted that Bryant (2017) highlights that the tension does not lie in a (false) dichotomy between ‘qualitative’ and ‘quantitative’ methodologies (and analysis and data). This is not really that hard to comprehend. How would it be possible to make sense of quantitative findings without qualitative analysis? Instead Bryant highlights that the main epistemological tension lies between ‘objectivist’ and ‘constructivist’ stand points. They further offers a solution to this tension by taking the middle ground of ‘pragmatism’, thereby taking a position immune to constructivist epistemological critique of objectivism as the core tenet in ‘pragmatism’ is that it, itself, is inherently ‘fallible’ and ‘contingent’. With a background in ‘sciences of the natural’ (Simon, 1969) constructivism (and corresponding risks of relativisation) is not an easy epistemological position to uphold and We thus lean toward pragmatism.

\(^5\)Reading Glaser from a distance (i.e. not by using close reading, but reading explicitly): “…reading and use of literature is not forsaken in the beginning of a grounded theory project. It is vital to be reading and studying from the outset of the research, but in unrelated fields” (Glaser, 1992, p. 35). This is a clear indication that the use of literature and abduction has been relevant in traditional grounded theory for almost 30 years. From our perspective the role of abduction has been rhetorically underplayed and the matter of literature absence has equally been rhetorically overlaid in grounded theory discourse. See also (Martin, 2019) and Dey (1999), (1993).

\(^6\)Given the many variants and interpretations on grounded theory (Bryant, 2019) guidelines on grounded theory often highlight the need to be very specific on describing what version of grounded theory and what epistemological position is being used in order to avoid ‘method slurring’ and avoiding criticism for deploying a “rhetorical sleight of hand”, e.g. (Stol et al., 2016). We will, however, not venture further into this discussion at this point.
2017) in order to see what a 'critical' 'perspective' (Helgesson & Runeson, 2021) of cognitive load in software engineering might consist of.

This evolved into the following research questions:

1 – What problems (psychosocial and cognitive) can be observed, in regard to a software development tool (and its replacement) from a user perspective by means of social theory and distributed cognition?

2 – What are the underlying root causes of these problems, from a 'critical' angle?

3 – Can we further our understanding of 'cognitive load drivers' and 'cognitive waste' by means of deploying a 'critical' analysis?

3.3. Study design consideration

In this study we revisit and use qualitative data previously collected, and reason abductively (Martin, 2019) in regards to these observations using extant literature from social sciences. So, the design is labelled as 'flexible explorative case study' (Runeson et al., 2012) using 'grounded theory' (Charmaz, 2014). We take deploy a 'critical ethnography' (Prasad, 2018) angle in this study, drawing on (Rosen, 2000).

In closing, in regards to the labelling of this research – we investigate tool use, and consequences thereof, within a culture in an exploratory fashion, so the research approach is, in our humble opinion the inherently ethnographic. With that said, we are perfectly fine with leaning on the Chicago school tradition root of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014), (Bryant, 2017) and simply label the study 'an industrial case study, using grounded theory and an ethnographic approach/data set'.

3.4. Case description

We are operating within 'case study'-methodology (Runeson et al., 2012). The case in this paper is a large, 1000+ developers, international multi-site software development organisation. The object under study is cognitive load, as a consequence of digital work environment in software industry, as experienced by software developers. Over all we study the object from an individual as well as a distributed perspective. In this specific study the unit of analy is the individual engineer but in the distributed cognitive context (Hollan et al., 2000).

3.5. Data collection & data set construction

In this study we rely on 3 semi structured interviews (1 test engineer, 1 development engineer, 1 tools responsible). Interviews were recorded, and transcribed by first author who also translated them into English. Interviews were conducted in another language.

The first interview was conducted in the first field trip. We then approached the 'gatekeeper'/company contact point and were provided access to a person responsible for tool activities within the company in order to provide some background. This lead to an informal discussion lasting for about an hour during which notes were taken. It was not recorded on account on the person being uncomfortable in recording a session that they was unprepared for.. This was later recorded in a formal interview. The engineer was approached and asked if willing to volunteer for an interview to add a different perspective on the previous discussions for 'triangulation' purposes (van Maanen, 1979). We also added extant literature from 'social sciences' (Luastsen et al., 2017) (e.g. ‘alienation’) to the data set in order to explain the phenomena we encountered after the open coding.

The interviews were fractured at the transcriptions, using emacs text line editor and .csv formatted spatially separating the interviewers and the interview subject. Time codes were added at key passages.

3.6. Analysis

Coding was executed in two stages ('open' and 'focused') as suggested by Charmaz (2014). 'Open coding' was executed, in multi-pass fashion to allow for 'analytical bracketing' (Rennstam & Wäste-
fors, 2018)\(^8\), using the transcripts printed on paper and Pilot-V disposable reservoir pens in red and blue. Codes for relevant ‘incidents’ (Glaser, 1978) were written on the printed transcripts. Coding was executed ‘chunk-by-chunk’ rather than actual ‘line-by-line’.

The codes were then transferred to Post-It stickers (set A) as prescribed by Bryant (2017) and grouped, thus forming ’categories’. The ‘categories’ were then named. Prior to ‘open coding’ we had used (Prasad, 2018) in order to sensitise ourselves with the ‘critical’ tradition and to achieve some level of “theoretical sensitivity” (Glaser, 1978) for the phenomena under study. We then produced a few ‘memos’ (Charmaz, 2014) outlining the findings of the ‘open coding’ stage. Prior to this stage we read (D’Ignazio & Klein, 2020) in order to achieve some level of senzitation in regards to contemporary critical discourse in software settings. We then read, and coded using Post-It-stickers, ‘Social theory’ by Luastsen et al. (2017) to further explore our findings (Set B).

‘Focused coding’ was done in three stages: firstly we grouped the two sets (A and B) of Post-It stickers and based on this we produced another ‘memo’ into which fractured interview transcripts were added forming lengthy ‘excerpt commentary units’ (Rennstam & Wästefors, 2018). This process was also done in multi-pass fashion to allow for ‘analytical bracketing’ (Rennstam & Wästefors, 2018), but the purpose was to generate what van Maanen (1979) refers to as ’second order themes’ (i.e. not only allowing the ‘what’ and ‘how’ but also the underlying ethnographically important ‘why’) (Sharp et al., 2016)) to emerge. Following this process we started writing the analysis using ‘memoing’. Finally, these ‘memos’ were fused into one that largely makes up the analysis section of this paper.

The rendering of our theory (Charmaz, 2014) was done in the same fashion as the one we generated in previous work (Helgesson et al., 2021), using Post-It stickers and an A1 cardboard sheet. We have previously found this technique extremely useful as it allows for a level of tactile feedback and interaction impossible if one uses software. The theory was then transferred into digital format\(^9\). It has been constructed from the actual ’memos’ and presented in a seminar.

3.7. Literature review

We did informal/preliminary literature surveys prior and post open coding. Following the focused coding and theory generation we extended this using a similar strategy as in (Helgesson & Runeson, 2021). We queried ACM from 2010 to 2013 with queries in regards to ’marxism/critical theory’ in conjunction with ‘alienation’ \(^10\) as well as ‘social theory’ \(^11\). In doing so we found 48 and 36 papers respectively. Having done a reading of the abstracts we found no papers directly relevant to this study. But, we conclude that the findings of Melegati and Wang (2021) are correct - the impact of the critical tradition in the area of software development/engineering has been small. We also similarly queried IEEE \(^12\) \(^13\) with similar queries finding 99 and 87 titles respectively. From an abstract reading we could find no text directly relevant for this study.

\(^8\) See also: (Gearing, 2004), (Tufford & Newman, 2012) for in-depth discussions in regards ‘bracketing’.

\(^9\) While some reviewers have previously lamented on the absence of artefacts in regards to ‘coding’, ‘memoing’ and ‘theory generation’ we are in agreement of Bryant (2017) – these artefacts are private. The paper is the actual outcome, and artefact, of the study. With that said, we are, of course happy to allow for audit of our anonymised transcripts and field notes – please contact first author for details

\(^10\) [(All: "marxism") OR (All: "critical theory") OR [(All: "marxism") AND (All: "alienation")]] AND [(All: "software development") OR (All: "software engineering")]] AND [E-Publication Date: (01/01/2010 TO 12/31/2023)]

\(^11\) [(All: "social theory") AND [(All: "software development") OR (All: "software engineering")]] AND [E-Publication Date: (01/01/2010 TO 12/31/2023)]

\(^12\) ("Full Text Metadata":"marxism" OR "Full Text Metadata":"critical theory") OR ("Full Text Metadata":"marxism" AND "Full Text Metadata":"alienation") AND ("Full Text Metadata":"Software Development" OR "Full Text Metadata":"Software Engineering")

\(^13\) ("Full Text Metadata":"social theory") AND ("Full Text Metadata":"Software Development" OR "Full Text Metadata":"Software Engineering")
4. Analysis
4.1. Theory and theorising
We draw on excerpt commentary units (Rennstam & Wästefors, 2018) here; 'Tell', 'Show', 'Explain' but intentionally convoluted and meta-level. The two engineers describe similar phenomena and the tool responsible provides the underlying background. ‘Categories’ are contained in [hard brackets], explanations in <sharp brackets>, narrative is denoted with ‘−talking dash’ and dialogue is contained within “quotes”.\textsuperscript{14} is work in progress. The elements we explore in this theory are shown in Figures 1.

We see our ‘theory’ (Abend, 2008) as an abstract account of events that have taken place within a software development organisation that allows for ‘theorisation’ (Sutton & Staw, 1995), (Weick, 1995) in regards to consequences of poor tooling within the software development industry.

4.2. Absent UCD, cognitive waste, cause and consequence for the individual digital worker
The first facet of the theory we generate from the data set explores absence of user centred design in relation to digital tools and cognitive waste from the perspective of the individual digital worker. The ‘categories’ we choose to explore are: \textit{absent ucd, missing functionality, cognitive waste, frustration, coping strategies} and \textit{alienation}.

The first facet of the theory, the individual perspective, is visualised in Figure 1, and each ‘category’ is explored and further explained in a corresponding subsection below.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{theory.png}
\caption{Theory – consequence for the individual worker caused by absent UCD}
\end{figure}

4.2.1. cognitive waste
4.2.2. frustration
The following discussion between the interviewer and the informant, reveals that the developer is acutely aware of the problems associated with the tools with which they are provided by the corporation.

“So... what digital tools do you use?”

\textsuperscript{14}We use ‘categories’(Charmaz, 2014) rather than ‘codes’ or ‘themes’ as we have aggregated the ‘codes’ into ‘categories’ (of ‘codes’) and we will be visualising ‘categories’ in our substantive theory.
“Well – ’Tool 1’, ’Tool 2’ and.... (<trying to remember>)... well, actually I try to avoid all tools if possible! They are a pain in the butt to work with. I can’t come up with any good things to say about them[alienation]! Starting off with ’Tool 1’; If you are to file an issue, I have to fill in a lot of input fields. About twenty of them[waste]. For every field you have to think for one minute[cog waste], then you can figure out how fun <sarcasm>[frustration] writing issues is....”

We clearly see that the effort that the developer need to spend on filing ’issues’ is clearly identified as ’waste’ and that it causes frustration.

4.2.3. absent ucd
4.2.4. alienation

The following two comments from developers display a connection between the absence of user centered design activities and alienation of employees.

"I have a feeling that the software developers haven’t been asked what requirements they have[no ucd]. Instead the requirements come from, I don’t really know but I assume, project people and operator managers etc. And they live in a different world than we do[alienation].”

"At this company there is an affinity for adding stuff. But not for removing them...This company is extremely poor at that. If they[alienation] were to start counting how much time we spend on this[waste] they would probably get shocked.’’

The way the developers use ’they’ clearly indicates that individuals see themselves as distanced, and estranged from their employer.

4.2.5. missing functionality

This segment described the missing functionality in the tool discussed at detail. It focuses on two aspects, the plethora of unnecessary information and selections that needs to be supplied when reporting an ’issue’ (a defect report) and missing search functionality preventing the users to navigate the system efficiently. It has been shorted considerably to fit page limitation (currently it only discusses one issue, the interaction, not the missing search functionality).

The following passage in which the interviewer discusses the system with one of the engineers identifies the first source of waste, that the user has no support for recalling his/her most common selections. Instead they have to tediously selected from very long scroll lists in the user interface.

“So there is no support [missing functionality] that allows you to see just your common selections?”

“No, and that would be really good to have[no support]. ”

The need for the missing functionality is obvious from the perspective of the developer. Again we see the alienation and the frustration the poor tooling causes. “With one new field?” “No. Three new fields <sarcasm>. Why couldn’t they have removed the other fields[no support]? (<implying that redundant work is necessary>)”

“But you have to fill in every field? Or you can’t [oppression] file your issue?”

“No, exactly... <sarcasm>[frustration] – there is no point in looking at the ’old stuff’ (<the fields that are no longer used>), but you still need to fill them in. At this company there is an affinity for adding stuff. But not for removing them... and ’clean up’. This company is extremely poor at that. If they[alienation] were to start counting how much time we spend on this[waste] they would probably get shocked. But it is not as easy as simply filing an issue in ’Tool 1’, once you have done that you must find it again, and go into it and ’do modify’ as you must add what projects you want the issue tagged for. This can’t be done while you actually file the issue. So you can’t even file all information is relevant in one go. So you file, save, find it again[waste], select ’modify’, enter the additional info and save it again[waste]. “That sounds harsh.” “I get paid[alienation] for this. It is not as bad as it could be. But it could be handled a lot better [frustration]...”
Switching over to the other engineer we see that he/she is well aware of the same issues discussed in the previous segment.

“... one thing that strike me in the earlier interviews... All these fields in ’Tool 1’ that need to be entered, all variants that exist...”

“A lot of different tabs with a lot of different fields. And I am expected to fill out a subset of these, but it is hard to understand which fields that should be filled out. And what information is expected to be entered. So it appears as there has been requirements coming from a lot of different directions... We need this, and that, and that... And while I’m sure that a lot it is relevant for the projects, it is not relevant for me [as a developer] [alienation]”

“So you don’t really know what <information> you are expected to hand over <enter into ’Tool 1’>?”

“Exactly. Sometimes it is just ridiculous [frustration] - a lot of these fields are designed under the premise that we are working with an error, but ’Tool 1’ is used for development as well, and to fill out ‘in what version of the system the error was detected’ is really not applicable but still you have to fill out these fields.”

The developer here clearly indicates that the user does not know neither what information to supply, neither where nor why. This largely confirms what was discussed in the previous section.

“Something else that was indicated was that some of these fields were made obsolete/replaced by new fields, yet they remained.”

“Correct. Another thing that has occurred is that something new <kind of data> is invented and a field is reused for this purpose. There was ‘Found in’ and ‘Found during’ and in ‘Found during’ you were supposed to fill out what team you were part of. Or something along those lines. Simply because a field was reused. These kind of problems are quite common - you don’t really know how to use the system, what information to enter.”

“That it is counter intuitive?”

“Counter intuitive, yes. It gives very little guidance of what you are supposed to do. And it is very easy to do the wrong thing. To enter a state that you don’t understand how to exit <refers to state of issue not state of program>).”

The consequences of absent user design is clearly visible to the developer. The tool, and corresponding tasks, have become ‘counter intuitive’ and makes the user error prone,

4.2.6. coping strategies

“... and to search for information in ’Tool 1’ is a problem?”

“Yes... I have solved in this way[coping strategy]... I get a mail for every issue in ’Tool 1’ that is created for my team, and I save these. And I search in these mails because searching in ’Tool 1’ for something that is handled and closed is not something I have ever been able understand how to do. And this is actually something we struggle with in newer systems as well. That you get an error report and you think ’didn’t we have an issue like that six months ago?’ - then you would like to find out what caused it, and how it was solved. But once an issue has been closed... it does exist somewhere in the database... but it is really hard to locate, it is really difficult to search for.. Searching for everything that I have been involved in for instance, or... It might be possible to do if you are really good at creating queries, but it is quite hard for normal users <lit. ordinary mortals>. ”

4.3. Absent UCD, cognitive waste, cause and consequence for the cause and consequence for the corporation

The analysis originally also contained a theoretical account of the corporate perspective of this specific case/tool, based on an interview with the person responsible for development and maintenance of the system, and it successor. The person fully acknowledged the issues discussed by the users, and provided
an explanation on why the situation had been allowed to deteriorate. For space reasons we only present a brief overview.

The root cause was absent organisational ownership, compounded by a confounding factor – namely company culture and cultural differences, as well as a managerial lack of understanding of user needs. As a consequence the tool was very inefficient, on account of missing functionality. In addition to the corresponding cognitive and temporal/fiscal waste stemming from the absent UCD, the person also noted that the data quality and reliability (of the data that could be extracted from the system) was very low.

While having observed the aforementioned problems, and the fact that the tool had been voted 'the worst tool within the organisation' by one of the development organisations the rationale of the business case used to replace the existing tool was simply licensing fees rather than lacklustre functionality and reliability. As a consequence the same mistakes were made in the customisation of the replacement – ultimately resulting in a similarly inefficient tool. Again...

4.4. Conclusion

There is a complete absence of understanding of what the user needs from the tool, since no user centered design steps are taken to ensure that it functions properly and serves the needs of the organisation and the users. Only the management perspective of the tool is taken into consideration when designing and implementing it. This is the complete opposite of core tenets of human factors engineering practice (Gulliksen et al., 2015) (Wickens, Hollands, Banbury, & Parasuraman, 2015).

In fact it can be noted that Wickens et al. (2015, p. 1) explicitly state that human factors engineering came about “…just after World War II when experimental psychologists were called in to help understand why pilots were crashing perfectly good aircraft (Fitts & Jones, 1947)”… It is well known within the company that ‘Tool 1’ is extremely unpopular among the users in software production, yet it is only changed for short term profitability reasons (lower licensing fees). The frustration it causes, the cognitive and temporal waste it causes is not considered in the business case, neither is the poor quality of data – that renders it useless as an analytical tool – which is one of the main reasons it is there in the first place.

5. Discussions in regard to RQ’s

1 – What problems (psychosocial and cognitive) can be observed, in regard to a software development tool (and its replacement) from a user perspective by means of social theory, distributed cognition and ’perspectives’ respectively? – We focus on psychosocial rather than cognitive issues in this study. We see several aspects of such issues in connection to what we have read in social theory (e.g. ’alienation’ and ’frustration’, ). These, to some extent correspond to what Gulliksen et al. (2015) describes. The “psychological distress” as described by Sedano et al. (2017) is clearly visible in our data set as well.

2 – What are the underlying root causes of these problems, from a ‘critical’ and cognitive perspectives, respectively? – The underlying root causes of these problems, from a ‘critical’ perspective can mainly be attributed to absence of user centred design when developing digital tools as a consequence of absent mandate/responsibility and organisational issues.. From a cognitive perspectives, it is mainly related to the presence of ’poorly functioning digital tools’ (Håkansson & Bjarnason, 2020) in conjunction with the limits of the human mind (Wickens et al., 2015) (Miller, 1956). The underlying root cause is absence of user centered design (Wickens et al., 2015).

3 – Can we further our understanding of ‘cognitive sustainability’, ‘cognitive productivity’ and ‘cognitive waste’ by means of deploying a ‘critical perspective’? – Yes. Indeed we see that we further our understanding ’cognitive productivity’ and ’cognitive waste’ by means of a ’critical’ perspective.

6. Validity/Generalisability

GT studies are commonly evaluated based on the following criteria (Charmaz, 2014) (Stol et al., 2016):

---

15The phenomena of poorly designed (from user centered design/interaction design perspective) software development tools is well known within the software engineering community – it is referred to as ’developers in their own dog-food’
Credibility: Is there enough data to merit claims of the study? – Yes. While the data set the theory is grounded in is limited, it still is indicative of a relevant problem.

Originality: Does the results offer new insight? – Hopefully, yes. It provides an inside account on the consequences of absence of User Centered Design in the design process of software development tools. It further shows that the there is no tension in relation between cognitive sustainability and efficiency respectively; rather that the tension lies between cognitive sustainability/efficiency and corporate lack of understanding of the need of user centred design.

Usefulness: Is the theory generated relevant for practitioners? – As of yet, we do not know. With that said, it is a novel way of explaining the intangible cognitive waste, drain and frustration that occur as a consequence of poorly functioning tools. So hopefully yes.

Resonance: Does the theory resonate with practitioners? – from the limited feedback received at the time of writing, yes.

Ethnography is tricky, van Maanen (1979) lists several ways in which the researcher can be “misled” by informants. In this case we don’t see that as an issue. The data set triangulates our findings well What we witnessed largely agreed with what the informants let us in on. We thus consider ourselves “explicitly and extensively informed” (Rosen, 2000).

In regards to general criticism of single case generalisation we humbly point to Anzai and Simon (1979): “It may be objected that a general psychological theory cannot be supported by a single case. One swallow does not make a summer, but one swallow does prove the existence of swallows. And careful dissection of even one swallow may provide a great deal of reliable information about swallow anatomy.”

In the end of the introduction Rosen (2000) cites the dissertation of Kunda (unpublished), to make the point that: “…ethnography is the only human activity in the social sciences. As a method it is not divorce from the modes of experience that I consider human, that is, it is not divorced from my ‘reality’. It is therefore one of the few ways of doing research that speaks the ‘truth’ as I understand it.”. We couldn’t agree more.

7. Emerging concepts for future studies

In addition to the generated theory, we made some additional observations that we will shortly present and theorise around.

7.1. Learning/unlearning

When discussing systems in general with one user we noted that there might be something interesting at play when systems are changed/replaced by something similar, yet different. The person stated that when a tool was replaced it became very difficult to adapt the mental model of how to operate the system.

Allowing for some theorisation here it is not farfetched to think that when a user has to make an active choice/recall on 'how' to perform an activity (depending on what tool is being used) this will result in unnecessary cognitive load, since what was previously an instinctive recall now has become an active choice. This would not be far from what Rasmussen (1983) observed, that response to system stimuli is dependent on whether it is a 'skill', 'rule' or 'knowledge'.

7.2. Cognitive work & labour

When discussing cognitive load it is interesting to note that it is, similarly to 'load' in physics, essentially momentary. In order to fully understand cognitive waste, it would make sense to reason in terms of cognitive work as a temporal aggregation of cognitive load (similarly to the relation between 'power'/‘load’ in physics and ‘energy’/‘work’). Similarly the process of exerting cognitive load for wage could/should be denoted 'cognitive labour'.

16See also: (Briggs, 1986) and (Agar, 2008)
8. Discussion
The problem with poorly functioning software development tools is rather well known within the industry, to the point that the term ‘developers eat their own dogfood’ was coined decades ago. In this case, however, the issue is rather that ‘engineers eat manager dogfood’, in a sense. The issues with the tool in question are well known within the organisation, yet there is seemingly little interest in doing something about it. Here we might draw similarities with early industrialisation, where workers were provided tools by industrialists and User Centered Design and ergonomics lay a long time into the future.

When discussed in course seminars the ‘mundanity’ of the story were reflected on by students from varying disciplines. Given the high level of identification in the kafka-esque story displayed by audience at seminars, this might suggest a wider applicability – and a wider problem[17].

In light of the post conference publication of PPIG we will pend the discussion section post conference presentation.
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